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to all the other emplacements, but in such a way that they suspend,
neutralize, or reverse the set of relations that are designated, reflected,
or represented by them."?

IMAGE 4

Exposed layout of a bomb shelter, USA, 1963.
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Heterotopia of the underground is brought forward by performing
a certain mirroring of what is above: whether in the echoes of the
cave or in the busking musician that reflects back the city above,
the underground opens up to reveal what is already hidden within
terrestrial light. Yet, following Foucault, heterotopia also provides
an understanding on how such spatial experiences or sites are
perpetually negotiated, unfixed, or shifted. The process of marginality
and subsequent co-optation by established culture, bemoaned by
earlier proponents of the avant-garde as the struggle between center
and periphery, is unsettled and rethought through the notion of
heterotopia. For what Foucault suggests is that spaces, in being
processes of relations, are perpetually charged by the ideological
and cultural forces that play out across their topography. As I've tried
to show, the spatial acoustics of the underground shifts through a
register of meaning. From the busker whose music relies upon the
underground as an architecture to draw out his or her project to
the gathering of the population in the London Underground during the
Wars, marking the tunnel with hope and protection, the secrets or echoes that haunt the subterranean world can radically shift. Yet by following the movements that lie below, I might also suggest that going
underground remains the passage through which to imagine transgressing the constraints of the visible, the established, the norm. To
seek the underground, even in the rather ordinary subway ride, might
be to take pleasure in exposing oneself to a dizzying uncertainty or to
releasing the desire for otherness and the differentiating vagueness
of the echo. Underground heterotopia imparts forceful matter into
the economy of the social. Like the zombies in Dawn of Dead, that
rise up from the grave to haunt the American suburb, the subterranean offers the aboveground the challenge of always having to
negotiate its own hidden dreams or desires in moments of uprising,
fantasy, or struggle, which shift the relation between form and
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formlessness, temporarily unmarking any strict notion of above from
below, inside from outside.
These oscillations are further glimpsed in understanding the
underground as a significant location for forms of resistance-itself
the very mark of existing outside or below the established system.
Literally, "going underground" is paramount to forging tactics of
resistance, terrorism, and other forms of political agitation or
escape. The space or image of the underground functions as site
for clandestine movements, and in particular operates as a networking systemization for radical organization and expression. Whether
in the establishment of the Underground Railroad throughout
the nineteenth century, aiding slaves in their plight for freedom to
the Northern sates of America, or the Weather Underground, a small
community arising from the student movement in the late 1960s
aimed at bringing the terror of the Vietnam War home to American
streets, underground movements haunt or reflect often embedded
realities of a nation. They bring into pressing relief moral and political
injustices while remaining out of bounds, or outside the law. In doing
so, they provide an image of the very possibility of reshaping the
present by always tipping the established equilibrium.
The fact of going underground provides a deeper image of
what lies above, and in terms of an acoustical movement finds
embodiment in the underground club-that space whereby musical
cultures form into shifting communities and often interlock with
specific political struggle. In mirroring terrestrial, aboveground
culture, the underground club and its related bands or music can be
heard as a counter-sonic, finding resonance in subterranean spaces,
basements or abandoned barns on the outskirts of town. For example, the history of the Czech band The Plastic People of the Universe
(PPU) brings forward this counter-sonic through a blending of avantgarde rock and counter-cultural politics of the late 1960s and early
1970s. Their story is interwoven with the particulars of Communist
Czechoslovakia and reveals the degree to which State policy and
underground cultures interlock.
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